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2 MINUTES WITH LYNN

BAKER

Lynn Baker is an Executive Presence and Business Image Consultant, a Certified World
Class Speaking Coach, a Professional Speaker and successful Businesswoman.

Lynn has a varied background that spans corporate companies and entrepreneurship, giving her a unique understanding
of the complexities of both worlds. Having started out as a Sales Rep in Cape Town, she quickly rose to the rank of Head
of International Corporate Sales for a global company in London. Subsequently, she sold luxury property in the Caribbean,
started a highly successful Speakers Bureau in Johannesburg and more recently, completed a 10 year contract with the
Tsogo Sun Group to manage Montecasino Corporate Events.
In addition to her many years of business experience, Lynn continued to invest in her knowledge. In 2006 she attended the
Disney Institute - ‘Quality Customer Service’ programme in Disneyworld, Florida. Thereafter, she attended an extensive
training programme with Professor Ron Arden from San Diego, the guru of Speaker coaches worldwide. More recently,
Lynn qualified as a ‘Certified World Class Speaking Coach’ from World Class Speakers USA and an Image Consultant from
Colourworks International.
In 2010 Lynn returned to her passion of Public Speaking and
started Eloquence Group, a company that specialises in coaching
executives in the art of dynamic Public Speaking. It was while
she was training executives in Public Speaking that she became
interested in Executive Presence, a term used to describe the
x-factor in business. After 5 years of researching the fascinating
concept of Executive Presence, Lynn has developed an Executive
Presence model that illustrates what makes up this elusive concept
and assists professionals to develop it.
Lynn spends much of her time delivering speeches at conferences
and corporate events on developing Presence, understanding
impression management and developing powerful personal brands.
Lynn also Coaches many of South Africa’s top Management and
CEO’s on increasing Executive Presence and delivering dynamic
business presentations.
During her fascinating conference presentations, Lynn uses
examples of people who exude Executive Presence such as Barrack
Obama, Nelson Mandela and Oprah Winfrey and shares some of
the secrets that made them great. Practical examples of how a
powerful posture, subtle body language, professional dress, active
listening and the psychology of colour can increase personal and
professional brand equity, are just some of the lessons that will be
learned.
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KEYNOTE SPEECH 1:

Executive Presence
Beyond Managing to Leading
Executive Presence refers those people who walk into a room and everyone turns to
look at them, when they speak people listen and when they lead, others follow! These
people command authority – exude energy that is magnetic and possess charisma that
is captivating! Their appearance is impeccable; they present themselves with confident
composure, perfect poise and an exceptional ability to develop relationships of trust.

Executive Presence has prompted numerous research

In essence, Executive Presence is about developing

studies to establish exactly what it is. The question was,

credibility and managing perceptions.

are some people just born with Executive Presence or can

creating a powerful personal brand; combined with

it be learned? Findings revealed that Executive Presence is

effective

in fact a set of soft skills that can be developed.

packaged

inter-personal
together

with

and
an

This is done by

communication
impeccable

skills,

personal

appearance, confident composure and charisma.
Executive Presence is made up of multiple intelligences.
When combined, they send the signal of a powerful and

The Executive Presence presentation is for managers

credible leader. These are Emotional Intelligence -how

who aspire to become leaders of substance. During this

we feel about and manage ourselves; Social Intelligence –

fascinating one hour presentation, we explore the concept

inter-personal skills and the ability to develop relationships

of Executive Presence, why we need it and how we get

of trust; Business Intelligence – ones level of competence

it. Using examples of people who have it such as Barrack

and Brand Intelligence – how we are presented and

Obama, Oprah Winfrey, Nelson Mandela and many more,

perceived in person, the media and online.

we look at the key elements of developing Executive
Presence:-

Emotional Intelligence

How we feel about and manage ourselves

Social Intelligence

Interpersonal Skills and Relationship Management

Business Intelligence

Rising to the ranks of Thought Leader

Brand Intelligence

3D Strategic Brand Development

Charisma

It’s a matter of Mojo

Gravitas

The difference between Managing & Leading
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KEYNOTE SPEECH 2:

Person of Interest
Personal Branding & Professional Positioning
- key elements of success
Rising in the ranks of the business world, means developing a powerful personal brand
and positioning oneself as an expert and a thought leader. Achieving the status of thought
leader takes time, investment and a lot of planning – but the rewards for yourself, your
company and your brand are well worth it.

Whether one is in the corporate world, politics or running

During this one hour presentation, Lynn Baker uses

your own business, success depends largely on your

fascinating examples of high profile business people,

perceived value to the business and your credibility. The

celebrities and politicians who have built and broken

challenge with developing credibility is that firstly it takes

powerful brands. You will explore what they did right and

time and secondly, it needs to be promoted.

what they did wrong. The presentation also includes a
guide of how to define, design and deliver a powerful

Many professionals in the business world are so busy

personal brand. Taking a holistic view of personal

meeting deadlines, managing crisis and delivering

branding, Lynn also shares valuable information on

stakeholder returns, that they do not make the time

developing personal presence. This takes a look at the

to invest in their brands and position themselves as

power of presenting a professional image, managing

experts in their industry. The truth is that if you are not

an online reputation, authoritative body language and

building your brand and elevating your position in your

creating credibility by slowing down.

industry, you are doing both your company and yourself
a major disservice. A positive high profile adds massive
credibility to any organisation and in turn attracts high
quality customers, staff and even investors.
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KEYNOTE SPEECH 3:

Raising Your Game
Competing in a Globally Competitive Environment
Succeeding in today’s competitive business environment requires business people at all
levels to ‘Raise their Game’ in order to succeed. The challenge with ‘Raising Your Game’ is
that very few people can tell you how.

Lynn Baker beat the odds when she rose from a junior sales

Connecting

representative in Cape Town to the International Corporate

Evolve from Communicating to Connecting with

Sales Manager of a global company in London. She then
went on to build her own multi million rand businesses in
South Africa. Lynn now shares what she believes are some
valuable guidelines on how one can Raise Your Game in
business.

Competence
Evolve from being a company Employee to a
company Asset
Just doing your job and delivering what is expected are no
longer enough to succeed! Millions of people are qualified
to do your job; it’s what you do differently that makes you
an asset to the company. Being an asset means knowing
more about your business, your products, your services
and your competition than anyone else and then using that
knowledge to the benefit of the business. It also means
increasing your ‘Sphere of Influence’ and giving more than
expected.
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Others
Everyone talks, few people connect and on the basis that
people do business with people they like and people they
trust, relationship building is more important than ever.

Credibility
Evolve from being presentable to a Powerful
Personal Brand
Perception is reality and people make judgments about us
and the company we represent within 100 milliseconds of
meeting us. Have you ever considered the impression you
are creating and the perception you are leaving behind?
The time has come to shift from having a presentable
image to a powerful personal brand that is of benefit to
you and the company you represent.

KEYNOTE SPEECH 4:

Raising Your Game in Sales
Competing in a Globally Competitive Environment
Succeeding in today’s competitive business environment requires sales people at all levels
to ‘Raise their Game’ in order to succeed. In this fascinating one hour presentation, Lynn
Baker shares valuable tips that are rarely covered in traditional sales training, but which
are vital for sales success.

At the start of her sales career, Lynn quickly rose from being

‘Raising Your Game’ is the culmination of the many lessons

a sales representative in Cape Town to the International

she learned along the way. It’s about gaining business

Corporate Sales Manager of a global company in London.

intelligence to increase personal credibility, forming strong

She then went on to sell luxury property in the Caribbean,

relationships of trust with customers to get through the

established a highly successful Speakers Bureau in

tough times, developing a powerful personal brand that

Johannesburg and built her own multi million rand

compliments a corporate brand and ultimately, becoming

businesses in South Africa.

an asset to the organisation.

6 KEY POINTS OF RAISING YOUR GAME IN SALES
1

FROM COMPETENCE BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE

4 PERSONAL BRANDING TO PROFESSIONAL
POSITIONING

- Evolve from being an employee to a company asset
2

- Build strong relationships of trust with customers
3

- Position yourself as an expert in your industry

FROM COMMUNCATING TO CONNECTING
5

PRESENTABLE APPEARANCE TO PROFESSIONAL
IMAGE

FROM A NETWORK TO SPHERE OF INFLUENCE

- Present a professional image that compliments the

- Elevate from having a Network to a Sphere of

corporate brand you represent

Influence
6

FROM CONFIDENCE TO CHARISMA
- Shift from being average to being unforgettable!
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KEYNOTE SPEECH 5:

The Polished Professional
Presentation for business women
Fascinating Insights into Impression & Perception Management Including Professional
Image & Body Language.

‘Perception is Reality’ and the Impressions we create and

• The psychology of colour in image and dress

the perceptions we leave behind, can have a positive

• Managing Body Language to change perceptions

or negative impact on our personal brand and our
professional reputation.
Impression Management is about the way we look, the
way we walk, the way we talk and the way we interact
with others, all of which create perceptions about our
professionalism and the company we represent.
The Polished Professional presentation gives a fascinating
insight into the world of impression management and
how simple changes to our image and body language can
increase our professional credibility.

These include:• Portraying yourself with Confidence
• Identifying your body shape and colour code
• Identifying your style personality
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• Conveying Charisma
On the basis that our personal and professional brands
are constantly being judged by colleagues, customers
and stakeholders, it is important that all levels of staff
understand the impact of impression management.
Learning simple techniques to manage the impressions we
give, can mean the difference between success and failure,
or closing the next sale or not.
During this fascinating and fun presentation, Lynn Baker
takes the audience on a captivating journey of self
discovery, sharing simple tips and techniques on how to
improve the impressions we create and the perceptions
we leave behind.

LYNN BAKER

Master of Ceremony & Conference
Programme Director
The success of any conference or corporate event depends on many facets coming
together at the same time. From logistics and venue arrangements, through to catering
and entertainment. It is imperative that all of these vital components come together in
perfect harmony in order to ensure a successful event.

The finishing touch for any corporate event however,

for a global logistics company in London. Subsequently,

is a professional Master of Ceremony or Conference

she sold luxury property in the Caribbean before heading

Programme Director. This person is responsible for

to South Africa and running her own, multi-million rand

seamlessly

the

businesses including a highly successful Speakers Bureau

programme. In addition to this, the MC is also responsible

in Johannesburg. More recently, Lynn completed a 10 year

for observing appropriate etiquette and protocol, as well

contract with the Tsogo Sun Group, as General Manager of

as making announcements, introducing speakers and

Montecasino Corporate Events.

co-ordinating

key

components

of

entertainers, keeping time and most importantly, setting
the tone and professionalism of the event.

Lynn is now the Managing Director of Executive Presence,
a company which specialises in developing the x-factor

Lynn Baker is an experienced Master of Ceremony and

with high level Executives. In addition to this, she is a

Conference Programme Director, who works closely with

highly acclaimed professional speaker and sought after

conference and event managers to ensure the smooth

Master of Ceremony.

running of all types of corporate events.
Lynn would welcome the opportunity to meet with you
Lynn has a varied background which has spanned decades

to discuss your specific requirements around a Master of

spent working in corporates, locally and internationally.

Ceremony or Conference Programme Director for your

Having started out doing sales in Cape Town, she quickly

forthcoming event.

rose to become the head of International Corporate Sales
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LYNN BAKER

Professional Speaker & MC

Testimonials
I just wanted to take the opportunity on behalf of the

session. What I found particularly refreshing having

board and membership of the XL Travel Group to convey

now worked with you, is your desire to be involved

our sincere appreciation for your participation and your

over and above the role you were commissioned to

keynote presentation at our recent ‘One Vision, One

perform. Throughout the lead up to the conference you

Journey, Together’ Conference in Zanzibar. The content of

demonstrated a flexibility and willingness to adapt to our

your presentation was so relevant to our senior managers

business needs and contribute to the business elements

and directors and your delivery was that of the consummate

of our conference above and beyond your remit. This was

professional you are. Throughout your keynote you

very welcome and differentiates you from many other

informed, entertained and retained the attention of the

conference speakers.

delegation because of the variety of delivery techniques
you included. The feedback received anecdotally and

Nigel King - Strategic Development Manager

formally through the Conference Questionnaire circulated

XL Travel Group – Oct 2014

post the event has been outstanding regarding your

It is indeed the ‘singer not the song’ that ensures a

most welcome to witness your ability to handle and indeed

successful event and such was the case regarding your

encourage participation from the attendees. The Academy

presentation at the MICE Awards at Markex 2014. Your

strives for higher standards wherever possible and it is

presentation and professionalism is unsurpassed in our

our pleasure to be associated with you as a professional

experience, in regard to professional speakers. There is

presenter that practices what is preached from your

always the concern that a professional presenter may be

platform. You had the audience in the palm of your hand.

so generic as not to be able to meet the objectives as per
the brief provided. As far as Lynn Baker’s presentations

Helen Brewer Joint Managing Director

are concerned – you constantly ensure that you relate to

MICE ACADEMY

your audience as well as the brief provided. It was also

I was very proud to have Lynn Baker as my MC at our 15th

We had the pleasure of Lynn Baker as our Master of

Birthday and Award Ceremony held at Maslow Conference

Ceremony for the launch of the FNB Stadium Conference

Centre Sandton on 17 January 2015. With a touch of class

and function facilities. Presenting to 300 guests in a 90

and finesse, Lynn Baker transformed our event into an

000 seater stadium takes a huge amount of presence

extravaganza. Her professionalism is astounding. I will not

and Lynn

do another function without her. She is truly amazing!

no hesitation in recommending Lynn as an Master of

Baker certainly had that and more. I have

Ceremony and Keynote speaker.
Helena de Nobrega - Managing Director
XL Travel by Arrangement – Jan 2015

Wayne Steven-Jennings – Managing Director
Event Organiser’s Network
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